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A submission in relation to proposed amendments to the Anti-Discrimination Act
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Legislation Amendment Bill 2012. (1 November 2012)  
 
Sandi Adams
 
An independent Escort who will be affected by these proposed changes to
the discrimination laws.
 
 

 
www.goldcoastescortssandi.com
 
blondbimbo069@hotmail.com
 
 
 
Touring Escorts/Prostitutes working within the framework of the current law
re accommodation and right to work from a Motel/Hotel in Queensland.

 
Attorney-General Jarrod Bleijie seems to think he is ABOVE the law and
attempts to make amendments to laws that are currently being challenged
in Queensland Courts.
 
If the current laws (although not prefect) are altered it will take us back to
the days of the Fitzgerald Enquire an enquire that was aborted because of
criminal threats against Mr. Fitzgerald and his family.
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Mr. Bleilie was in nappies at this time and has no concept of the crime and
corruption in and outside of the Queensland Police then.
In trying to remove Working Ladies from a safe working environment this will
have a flow on effect in that if a Lady is found to be selling sex from her
leased permanent residence she can also be evicted, leaving her nowhere
to live, then where does she go onto the Streets?
Most of todays Working Ladies do not have the street savvies of the 70’s
and 80’s and I am too old to have the street savvies of today
 
I was around during and before the Fitzgerald Enquire.  I remember the
corruption in the Vice Squad in fact I was a victim of this corruption.
I was forced to give sexual services to one particular vice officer in return for
protection a protection that when called for never happened. 
After getting closed doors from “The Brotherhood” eventually I took my story
to the media And did reveal the name of the officer to Channel 7 News who
interviewed me in disguise and I was in turn interviewed by Queensland
Police Internal Investigations. 
After doing this I had to leave Queensland in a hurry with threats to my own
safety and that of my children and did not return till the Fitzgerald days
when I felt it was safe to do so as police were too scared to arrest working
ladies who were at this time under the protection of the enquire

My criminal record in Queensland will account to my being in Queensland at
these times. 

The PLA although a toothless tiger has given us some form of stability and
protection from the “Good old days”
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I have also toured and stayed in motel/hotels we do not put a flashing sign
outside the premises stating “Hooker Available” exactly the opposite we are
very discreet usually having our booking’s pre booked before our arrival in
the selected town, and usually only seeing 3-4 clients a day and never into
the late evenings in fact you would not know we are there. Most do not
require the services of the cleaning crew as we provide our linen, (from a
hygiene point of view) we wash our own dishes do our own laundry dispose
of our own rubbish (I have in some cases brought my rubbish (soiled
condoms) home in the boot of my car to my own bin) and keep the room
clean and tidy we expect our clients to be clean and in turn they expect the
same from us.
 
We may be a minority but we are legal and working within the law we fought
for these conditions and as I am about to retire I am happy to stand up and
speak for ladies that wish to remain unknown due to the stigma still
attached to our trade a stigma Mr. Bleijie is trying to re enforce.



 
We have rights we are woman quite possibly your Sister Mother Daughter
even your Wife, do you want the women you love put at risk like the Women
of Bradford England during the 80’s (Yorkshire Ripper) because this is
exactly what will happen if we are forced back under the control of the
criminals of this country.
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While the likes of Jarrod Bleijie want to bury their heads in the sand his
actions will have the crims rubbing their hands with glee we will go back to
the old days of protection, pimping and even worse with us hidden away the
Trafficking of women for prostitution will become worse than it is
today.
 
With the stroke of a pen this man can wipe away all the hard work done by
many including government and groups like Crimson Coalition and Respect
over the last 15 years and take us back to the crime and corruption of the
greedy men of this world.
 
We are Self Employed and run our businesses quietly and for the benefit of
our peers and clients we do not force ourselves upon you, if you do not
require our services that is your right, but for those that do what right do you
have to stop them.
There is no stopping our trade the world and Queensland Government have
come to terms with this and due to legalization the last 15 years we have
worked in relative safety but if this law is brought in we are back to the days
of Simone Vogel a woman who tried to give the ladies some self esteem
and where is she now?
 
 
The proposed changes to the discrimination laws will not only affect Touring
Escorts it can be used as a tool for racism and segregation
 
Errors that will happen with the potential changing of the current laws have
already been made:
One motel  has been publicly exposed has refused to accommodate a single
woman on the assumption she was a working lady when in fact she is a
Nurse.
“AN EMERALD mother of three was shocked when a staff
member of a Rockhampton motel suggested she was a
prostitute”.
http://www.themorningbulletin.com.au/news/hooker-slur-outrages-visiting-
mum-clash/883388/
 
If one trade is refused access to accommodation for fear they will “ply” there
trade in the premises than this should affect ALL trades, if not this then



becomes segregation, which is also against the laws of Australia
 
 
Simone Vogel missing massage parlor Queen?
Some say her husband Stephen Pavich murdered her.
Some say she met her death at the hands of QLD police with underworld
connections.
Simone Vogel, aka Norma June Pavich:
 
ONE of Sydney brothel-keeper Joe "the Writer" Borg's most trusted
employees. After his death in 1960 Vogel went to Queensland, where she
established what were then innovative health studios or massage parlor’s,
known as "rub and tugs". She disappeared on September 16, 1977;
apparently on her way to see police officers that were standing over her and
her six massage parlors. Things had gone well for her. She was wearing
$100,000 worth of diamonds and carrying $6000 cash. The white Mercedes
she had bought 11 days earlier was found at Sydney airport. For a time her
husband, Steven Pavich, was under suspicion but the family firmly believed
that the police knew her killers. On July 7, 1994, she was officially declared
dead.
It has long been suspected her body is under Brisbane International Airport
 
Do you really want us to go back to these days??
 
 
Sandi Adams
Gold Coast Escort
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